Quantitative Golgi study of anatomically identified subdivisions of motor thalamus in the rat.
A Golgi study of neurons in the ventroanterior-ventrolateral complex (VAL) and ventromedial (VM) nucleus in the dorsal thalamus of rats was performed. To facilitate the delineation of subdivisions of these nuclei, some animals received injections of horseradish peroxidase (HRP) into the afferent and efferent fields of VAL and VM, and alternate sections were processed for the histochemical detection of HRP. As an adjunct to subjective observations, a multivariate statistical analysis of morphometric variables was performed to provide an objective assessment of neuronal morphology. All Golgi-stained neurons in VAL and VM were tentatively identified as projection neurons; no cells with morphological features commonly ascribed to thalamic interneurons were impregnated. Four classes of morphologically distinct neurons were identified in VAL. Type 1 neurons, the most commonly impregnated cell, were found throughout the extent of VAL and resembled "tufted" or "multipolar bush" neurons described previously in many thalamic nuclei. The remaining three neuronal types differed in a number of morphometric parameters and were differentially distributed throughout VAL. Type 2 neurons, distinguished in part by dendritic spine morphology and elongated bipolar dendritic fields, were found only in the rostral sector of the dorsal division of VAL (VALD). Type 3 neurons, characterized by a large and evenly distributed dendritic field, were situated in rostral VAL (all subdivisions). Type 4 neurons had small soma and dendritic dimensions and were located in the ventromedial aspect of the ventral division of VAL (VALV) adjacent to VM. In contrast, the vast majority of neurons in VM were considered to be a single morphological class (similar in form to type 4 neurons in VAL), although a rarely impregnated second type of neuron was also observed. The apparent scarcity of interneurons in VAL and VM is consistent with previous evidence that the synaptic organization of motor thalamus in the rat is markedly different from that of higher-order mammals. Speculation about the functional attributes of the neuronal types in VAL and VM is necessarily restricted to considerations of afferent and efferent relations, since "motor modality" functions of neurons in these nuclei have yet to be elucidated.